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Discover Your Relationship Fear Moves 
Each of the 4 basic types of fear has a purpose in keeping us alive. However, when we're in 
any physiological fear response, our partner can look like the enemy! Common fear-based 
moves in relationship are listed below.  Circle your typical moves. Feel free to add to the list. 
Share with your partner what you each discover. Then, do Fear Melters® together! 

 
FIGHT	 FLEE	 FREEZE	 FAINT	
Moving into action to 
protect myself 

Moving away to feel 
safe  

Stopping to avoid 
being seen/hurt 

Going limp, giving up 
to survive this 

I’m right 
You’re wrong 
I can prove it 
I’ve got the data 
I’m keeping score 
You can’t make me 
My way or highway 
I gotta interrupt 
Don’t box me in! 

I’m distracting myself 
I’m worrying 
I just need space!! 
I am avoiding you 
Withdrawing 
Distancing 
Gathering more data 
Rehearsing my words 
Going to get help 
 

I feel tense /frozen 
I feel startled/ 
stunned  
I’m not available 
I’m withholding 
something 
I’ve got a grudge 
I feel stuck 
Offline / going silent 

Ugh! A sinking feeling 
I feel drained 
I feel hopeless 
I can’t think 
This is exhausting 
I’m overwhelmed 
How can I appease 
you? 
I give up! 

How else do I fight? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

How else do I flee? 
 

How else do I freeze? 
 

How else do I faint? 
 

What happens in my 
body when I fight? 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What happens in my 
body when I flee? 

What happens in my 
body when I freeze? 

What happens in my 
body when I faint? 
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Fast-Aid for Fears in Relationship: 
Put on lively music and do 3 minutes of Fear Melters® together:  

 
Then, play with speaking these 3 statements to each other. Move your body while you talk. 

Explore different tones of voice:   

1. I’M WILLING to ___________(example: WIGGLE) to melt my __________ (FREEZE)  

2. AND WHAT I REALLY WANT is to: ____________________(example: connect & play!) 

3. I COMMIT to:  ________________________________ (example: let my sparkles show).  


